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Sintex Industries - Buy

Performance Highlights
Reliance InfratelReliance InfratelReliance InfratelReliance InfratelReliance Infratel

Domestic plastic business picking up; Revenues in line: Domestic plastic business picking up; Revenues in line: Domestic plastic business picking up; Revenues in line: Domestic plastic business picking up; Revenues in line: Domestic plastic business picking up; Revenues in line: Sintex
Industries' (Sintex) consolidated Net Sales grew by 3.4% to
Rs848cr (Rs820cr) in 3QFY2010; however, sequentially they
grew by 18.5%, in line with our estimates. The strong sequential
revenue growth was largely led by the domestic single storey
pre-fabs and the domestic custom moulding segments, due to
better capacity utilisation and a pick-up in orders. The monolithic
segment witnessed a moderate yoy growth of 1.6%, much below
our expectation, due to  slower execution. The management
has maintained its annual revenue guidance of ~Rs700cr.
Standalone BT Shelters and the textile segment continue to drag
the revenues. The benefit of higher raw materials prices will
kick-in from the ensuing quarters, there by boosting Sintex's
Top-Line.

Operational performance impacted by a lower contributionOperational performance impacted by a lower contributionOperational performance impacted by a lower contributionOperational performance impacted by a lower contributionOperational performance impacted by a lower contribution
from the textile and monolithic segments:from the textile and monolithic segments:from the textile and monolithic segments:from the textile and monolithic segments:from the textile and monolithic segments: Sintex's 3QFY2010
consolidated Operating profit stood at Rs 126.9cr (Rs127.3cr),
flat yoy. The OPM for the quarter stood at 15.0%, 50bp down
yoy and 320bp down qoq, due to lower contribution from the
high margin monolithic and textile segments. The international
business continued to show stability in its operating margins,
due to the ongoing integration process. The EBIT margin for
the Plastic segment was higher by 85bp yoy, but lower by 308bp
qoq, on account of a lower contribution from the high margin
monolithic segment. The quarterly margins are not a fair
indicator, due to the lumpiness of its monolithic business and
we expect a high contribution from the segment in 4QFY2010.
The EBIT Margin in the Textile segment, which continues to
remain weak, declined by 1,345bp yoy; but improved by 349bp
qoq, on account of improving capacity utilisation.

Management maintains its FY2010 guidance:Management maintains its FY2010 guidance:Management maintains its FY2010 guidance:Management maintains its FY2010 guidance:Management maintains its FY2010 guidance: The management
has maintained its annual revenue guidance of Rs3,300cr and
of a 5% yoy PAT growth in FY2010. As on 2QFY2010, Sintex
has a cash balance of Rs1,100cr and debt of Rs1,900cr on its
books; thus sufficiently funded for capex and for acquisitions.

Outlook and Valuation

Sintex's higher exposure to government orders provides it with
higher visibility and a lesser risk of cancellation in the domestic
plastic segment. The Monolithic segment has an order book
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Key Financials

Net SalesNet SalesNet SalesNet SalesNet Sales 3,1363,1363,1363,1363,136 3,2803,2803,2803,2803,280 3,8453,8453,8453,8453,845 4,5954,5954,5954,5954,595

% chg 35.5 4.6 17.2 19.5

Net PNet PNet PNet PNet Profitrofitrofitrofitrofit 325.1325.1325.1325.1325.1 306.5306.5306.5306.5306.5 375.8375.8375.8375.8375.8 455.6455.6455.6455.6455.6

% chg 41.2 (5.7) 22.6 21.3

EBITDA Margin (%) 16.6 16.2 16.9 17.5

FDEPS (Rs)FDEPS (Rs)FDEPS (Rs)FDEPS (Rs)FDEPS (Rs) 24.024.024.024.024.0 22.622.622.622.622.6 27.727.727.727.727.7 33.633.633.633.633.6

P/E (x) 10.8 11.5 9.4 7.7

P/BV (x) 2.4 2.0 1.7 1.4

RoE (%) 19.1 15.7 16.3 16.6

RoACE (%) 10.6 9.2 11.0 12.9

EV/Sales (x) 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.0

EV/EBITDA (x) 8.6 8.7 7.2 5.5

Y/E March (Rs cr) FY2009 FY2010E FY2011E FY2012E

position of around Rs1,500cr. Going ahead, we expect the
company's business to be primarily driven by its domestic plastic
segment, on account of the government's higher thrust on
infrastructure and a pick-up in private capex.

We expect growth to accelerate in the ensuing quarters, as the
company starts passing on the higher input prices to its
customers; additionally, the recovery in the domestic auto and
electrical segments will boost its custom moulding segment.
We believe that Sintex will resume its historical growth trajectory
from FY2011 onwards. The integration of foreign subsidiaries
will act as a key catalyst for the stock's performance. However,
early signs of margin recovery is already visible.

At Rs260, the stock is currently trading at 7.7x its FY2012E
Earnings and at 1.4x its FY2012E Book Value. Historically, Sintex
has traded at 13.6x its one-year forward average (two, three
and five-year) P/E, which makes the current valuations attractive.
Moreover, its fundamentals have been strengthened with a well-
capitalised balance sheet, strong revenue visibility (monolithic
order book of Rs1,500cr), and a demand revival in its domestic
plastic segment. WWWWWe maintain a Buy on the stock, with a Te maintain a Buy on the stock, with a Te maintain a Buy on the stock, with a Te maintain a Buy on the stock, with a Te maintain a Buy on the stock, with a Targetargetargetargetarget
PPPPPrice of Rs369.rice of Rs369.rice of Rs369.rice of Rs369.rice of Rs369.

Price - Rs260
Target Price - Rs369
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Disclaimer

This document is not for public distribution and has been furnished to you solely for your information and must not be reproduced or
redistributed to any other person. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to observe these restrictions.

Opinion expressed is our current opinion as of the date appearing on this material only. While we endeavor to update on a reasonable basis
the information discussed in this material, there may be regulatory, compliance, or other reasons that prevent us from doing so. Prospective
investors and others are cautioned that any forward-looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Our
proprietary trading and investment businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations expressed
herein.

The information in this document has been printed on the basis of publicly available information, internal data and other reliable sources
believed to be true and are for general guidance only. While every effort is made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of information
contained, the company takes no guarantee and assumes no liability for any errors or omissions of the information. No one can use the
information as the basis for any claim, demand or cause of action.

Recipients of this material should rely on their own investigations and take their own professional advice. Each recipient of this document
should make such investigations as it deems necessary to arrive at an independent evaluation of an investment in the securities of companies
referred to in this document (including the merits and risks involved), and should consult their own advisors to determine the merits and risks
of such an investment. Price and value of the investments referred to in this material may go up or down. Past performance is not a guide for
future performance. Certain transactions - futures, options and other derivatives as well as non-investment grade securities - involve substantial
risks and are not suitable for all investors. Reports based on technical analysis centers on studying charts of a stock's price movement and
trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and as such, may not match with a report on a company's fundamentals.

We do not undertake to advise you as to any change of our views expressed in this document. While we would endeavor to update the
information herein on a reasonable basis, Angel Securities, its subsidiaries and associated companies, their directors and employees are
under no obligation to update or keep the  information current. Also there may be regulatory, compliance, or other reasons that may prevent
Angel Securities and affiliates from doing so. Prospective investors and others are cautioned that any forward-looking statements are not
predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Angel Securities Limited and affiliates, including the analyst who has issued this
report, may, on the date of this report, and from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the securities of the companies
mentioned herein or engage in any other transaction involving such securities and earn brokerage or compensation or act as advisor or have
other potential conflict of interest with respect to company/ies mentioned herein or inconsistent with any recommendation and related
information and opinions.

Angel Securities Limited and affiliates may seek to provide or have engaged in providing corporate finance, investment banking or other
advisory services in a merger or specific transaction to the companies referred to in this report, as on the date of this report or in the past.

Note: Please refer important `Stock Holding Disclosure' report on Angel web-site (Research Section).
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